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Abstract - An increasing number of applications target their 

executions on specific hardware like general purpose Graphics 

Processing Units. Some Cloud Computing providers offer this 

specific hardware so that organizations can rent such 

resources. However, outsourcing the whole application to the 

Cloud causes avoidable costs if only some parts of the 

application benefit from the specific expensive hardware. A 

partial execution of applications in the Cloud is a tradeoff 

between costs and efficiency. This paper addresses the demand 

for a consistent framework that allows for a mixture of on- and 

off-premise calculations by migrating only specific parts to a 

Cloud. It uses the concept of workflows to present how 

individual workflow tasks can be migrated to the Cloud 

whereas the remaining tasks are executed on-premise. 

Keywords - Cloud Computing; Cloud Service Broker; Grid 

Computing; Workflow; Workflow Orchestration 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

An increasing number of applications target their 
execution on specific hardware. Field Programmable Gate 
Arrays (FPGAs) and free programmable general purpose 
Graphics Processing Units (GPUs) are existing approaches to 
use cost-effective high performance computational power in 
specific applications. Image processing and image guided 
interventions are well-known examples for use cases in 
which both platforms compete with each other [1]. 

However, not all parts of those applications are equally 
suitable for the usage of this hardware. Of course, related 
applications follow an approach in which only specific parts 
of a program were optimized for the specialized computation 
resources that are therefore only used during specific time 
slots. As a consequence, there is the risk that these resources 
are otherwise idling so that an own purchase might not be 
cost-effective. Therefore, for many scenarios it appears to be 
opportune to outsource computation intensive parts off-
premise with easy-scale and dynamic provisioning whereas 
the other parts are executed on-premise on local available 
general-purpose computational resources. 

Grid and Cloud Computing are potential infrastructures 
that support this scenario since both provide special 
resources for suitable application parts, whereas the 
remaining application parts can be executed on general 
resources. This concept can be extended to software in 
deploying software with expensive licenses on only some 

computers on Grids and Clouds. These computers were used 
to execute the application parts that require the deployed 
software, whereas the remaining parts might be executed 
elsewhere to make the computers available for other 
applications that rely on the related software. 

But, not every organization has access to a Grid or does 
want to use it because it requires joining a related virtual 
organization [2]. Cloud Computing offers a promising 
alternative infrastructure for using scalable on demand 
resources with specific hardware. Providers such as Amazon 
allow users to allocate virtualized general purpose GPU-
resources. Of course, those providers allow for porting the 
full application including the parts that rely on specific 
hardware to their premises. However, as described above, 
this might not be the most cost-effective solution. This paper 
addresses the demand for a consistent framework that allows 
for a mixture of on- and off-premise calculations. The 
proposed solution is based on workflows. The motivation 
scenario can therefore be viewed as an example for a concept 
that applies to a much broader application domain. 

Modeling a complex application as workflow supports its 
division into simpler individual parts that are executed as 
interacting tasks by a workflow management system. These 
tasks are reusable for other workflows in the same way that 
software libraries are reusable in applications. Workflows are 
frequently used in e-Science for “climate modeling, 
earthquake modeling, weather forecast, astrophysics and 
high energy physics” [3] but also in the e-Business domain 
for Business Process Management (BPM). 

 
The remaining of this paper is organized as follows: 

Section II introduces workflows with related definitions. It 
also provides an example in which parts of the workflow rely 
on specific hardware resources. Further on, it briefly 
describes the differences between Grids and Clouds 
according to workflow integration. Since the support of 
workflows in Cloud infrastructures is surprisingly rather 
limited, Section III introduces a novel approach to handle 
workflows in the Cloud computing domain. It provides 
technical descriptions, discusses possible alternatives, and 
provides more complex extensions. Section IV describes the 
related work and delimits the suggested architecture from an 
existing approach. Finally, the last section concludes the 
results and describes future work. 
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II. WORKFLOWS IN GRIDS AND CLOUDS 

Complex processes are often modeled as workflows 
described using a specific workflow modeling language. A 
workflow is composed of several tasks, which could depend 
on each other. Therefore, a workflow can be illustrated as 
directed graph composed of tasks as nodes and task 
dependencies as directed edges. Directed edges connect the 
predecessor task with its successor task. A task can only start 
its execution if its predecessor has finished its own 
execution. 

The example workflow illustrated in Figure 1 was 
designed for the Shape Retrieval Contest 2010 (SHREC'10) 
aiming to classify a set of proteins based on their 3D 
structure [4]. It consists of five tasks, illustrated as 
rectangles. The arrows illustrate the dependencies of the 
tasks. In this workflow data are only fed in at the beginning 
of the two task pipelines and are then handed over from task 
to task. 

The tasks APURVA and Sort are computation intensive 
and well parallelizable. Therefore, they are candidates for a 
migration to off-premise computation resources like the 
Cloud, potentially by using specific High Performance 
Computing (HPC) hardware such as general purpose GPUs 
or FPGAs. In the following such tasks are called Cloud 
Tasks. The pre-processing of the PP tasks and the item 
duplication of the X 1000 task should stay for execution on 
on-premise computation resources to reduce data movements 
and avoid costs. In the following such tasks are called Local 
Tasks. 

A so-modeled workflow is called a workflow template 
that describes the behavior of a process; thus, it can be 
referred to as a general workflow definition. It is comparable 
with a program’s source code. Such templates are deployed, 
instantiated, and executed on a workflow management 
system [5] that takes care of the individual tasks’ progress 
and dependencies. Workflow instances follow the behavior 
of their assigned workflow template for a particular incident. 
It is comparable to a program’s execution. 

A particular challenge arises when workflows are 
mapped to resources at different organizations, each 
providing a heterogeneous system with non-uniform 
interfaces to access these resources. Thus, the submission of 
workflow jobs is more difficult due to the fact that different 
administrative domains have different accounting 
mechanisms. 

 

 
 

Grid middleware platforms support the execution of 
workflows in virtual organizations, where the distributed 
resources are owned by multiple organizations. Abstract 
Grid workflows are described independently of specific 
resources because new resources can be established or 
existing ones can be omitted or blocked. The binding of 
workflow tasks to Grid resources is done at runtime. 

The Grid concept of considering only physical resources 
is gone in the Cloud vision of infinite resources that just have 
to be activated. The allocation of resources is different than 
in Grids. Any number of Cloud resources can be instanced 
on demand. "With the emerging of the latest Cloud 
Computing paradigm, the trend for distributed workflow 
systems is shifting to Cloud Computing based workflow 
systems [6].” 

Cloud resources are not automatically part of a virtual 
organization and therefore not integrated into a trusted 
domain. The resource allocation mechanism differs from 
provider to provider. To execute a workflow task in a Cloud, 
the software must be deployed on a Cloud instance and be 
accessible from the workflow management system via a 
remote procedure call (RPC) mechanism like a web service. 
Cloud Computing per se does not impose any specific 
limitations with respect to the usage API while Grid 
Computing needs a middleware using a particular API that 
complies to the rules of the virtual organization. 

The National Institute of Standards and Technology 
(NIST) [7] distinguishes the three Cloud service models: 
Software as a Service (SaaS), Platform as a Service (PaaS), 
and Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS). SaaS providers often 
focus on standard applications like text processing or 
customer relation management and will not cover the whole 
variety of possible tasks. The current existing PaaS offerings 
only provide standard hardware for general purpose. IaaS is 
currently the only service model which enables executing 
programs on specific hardware in the Cloud. Therefore, the 
rest of the paper will only consider IaaS resources. This 
should not limit the generality since suitable SaaS or PaaS 
offerings can be used instead. 

NIST [7] also distinguishes four different deployment 
models: Private Cloud, Community Cloud, Public Cloud, 
and Hybrid Cloud. Since the example scenario assumes that 
the specific hardware is not used frequently, a Private Cloud 
providing such hardware is not feasible. However, the 
Private Cloud can be used to provide general on-premise 
resources for the execution of Local Tasks. Sharing the 
specific hardware of a Community Cloud is only possible if 
such a community exists but this cannot be assumed. Since 
the paper focuses on outsourcing calculations, renting Public 
Cloud special resources fulfills all hardware requirements for 
off-premise calculations. A Hybrid Cloud as combination of 
a Private Cloud for general on-premise resources with a 
Public Cloud for special off-premise resources is the required 
environment for the combination of on- and off-premise 
calculations. 

The rest of paper will only focus on the integration of 
Cloud Tasks that should be executed on IaaS in a Public 
Cloud. 

 
Figure 1. Example workflow with the two computation intensive 

tasks APURVA and Sort. 
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III. WORKFLOWS WITH CLOUD TASKS 

A simple approach to migrate a workflow task to the 
Cloud is the usage of a service-oriented approach by 
deploying the task software as web service on the Cloud 
instance and binding the workflow task to this web service. 
Web services provide standardized uniform interfaces which 
supports interoperability of heterogeneous systems. The data 
to be processed are typically passed as parameter from the 
workflow task to the assigned web service. An alternative 
approach for passing larger sets of data is that the web 
service loads the requested data itself using a onetime access 
ticket granted by the workflow management system. 
Independent of the data transfer mechanism, the data should 
not be stored permanently on the computing Cloud instance 
because the data are not automatically saved persistently on 
Cloud images so that a reboot of the resource will result in 
data loss. On-premise databases or storage Clouds provide 
permanent, secure, and persistent data storage for the results 
of the calculation. 

Since IaaS resources are frequently provided following a 
pay-per-time billing structure, any Cloud instance should be 
terminated after each use to avoid unnecessary costs while 
the resource is idling. The consequence is that the Cloud 
instance has to be started again before a re-use is possible. 
The task execution idles during the bootup of the Cloud 
instance. Preconfigured machine images contain only the 
required software to speed up the instantiation. Each abstract 
Cloud Task could use its own machine image or a basic 
machine image including all necessary basic systems could 
be loaded and setup with the task software dynamically on 
bootup. The required task software is identified using the 
workflow template. The installation of the software can be 
done automatically using Secure Shell (SSH). 

For a just in time start and termination of the Cloud 
instance, an automatic mechanism must be available. 
Otherwise the workflow task idles till the Cloud instance 
service is available or the Cloud instance service is still 
available after the workflow task’s execution. The Cloud 
instance start and termination can be included into the 
workflow template by adding the administrative tasks Create 
and Destroy which start and terminate the Cloud instances 
using a Cloud unification layer or a Cloud agnostic 
Application Programming Interface (API) like the Open 
Cloud Computing Interface (OCCI) [8]. The Cloud Task is 
bounded fix to the Cloud instance web service that is only 
available in the time span between the Create and Destroy 
tasks. The usage of automatic template modifications has 
been already validated in [9]. 

The concept of the workflow template extension has the 
benefit of being interoperable with other workflow 
management systems without individual source code 
modifications. This makes it even usable for proprietary 
systems. The same template extension application can be 
used by different workflow management systems if the same 
modeling language is supported. Standard workflow 
modeling languages like XPDL [10] and WS-BPEL [11] 
benefit most of this approach. 

The main disadvantage is that the modeling of workflows 
becomes more complex because the execution semantic is 
integrated. Workflows must consider administrative tasks 
instead of focusing on worker tasks. 

Therefore, it is much more comfortable to the user when 
the administrative tasks are integrated automatically into the 
template during the workflow instantiation. Because the 
deployment environment cannot decide where a task should 
be executed, the usage of task annotations in the template 
specifies where the task has to be executed. This is similar to 
MAUI [12] where developers annotate which methods of an 
application can be offloaded for remote execution. 

Figure 2 shows the extended example workflow of 
Figure 1. The two Cloud Tasks APURVA and Sort now have 
administrative predecessor and successor tasks. The so 
modified workflow is executed instead of the original one. 
The end user will not notice the difference. 

Many users instantiate workflows but not each of them 
should be able to start arbitrary Cloud resources. Otherwise it 
would not be possible to map caused costs to individual 
Cloud usages and an abuse of resources would be possible. 
Therefore, an authentication service is required on workflow 
side. This service maps the authentication mechanism of the 
organization to the authentication mechanism of the Cloud 
Service Provider. The user privileges can be assigned 
considering many strategies, e.g., a user could have access 
only a limited time to a Cloud or she/he could have access 
only to specific Clouds or for specific workflows. SAML 
[13] assertions can be used for this. The granularity of user 
privileges is not in focus of this paper. A standard based 
security system like WS-Trust [14], Simple Authentication 
and Security Layer (SASL) [RFC 4422], oAuth [RFC 5849], 
or OpenID can be integrated into the workflow management 
system. 

 
 

 
Figure 2. Example workflow extended with administrative Create and Destroy tasks for the two computation intensive tasks APURVA and Sort. 
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The process of executing a workflow with Cloud Tasks is 

summarized in the following with reference to Figure 3 
where the numbers in circles indicate the order. First the user 
requests an assertion token (1) with only limited use at the 
secure token service by providing her/his own identification 
together with the identification of all Cloud Tasks she/he 
wants to use. The secure token service evaluates the request 
and decides if the assertion can be granted. If the result is 
positive, the user instantiates the workflow (2). The Create 
Task uses this assertion at the factory (3) to proof its 
eligibility. The factory then loads the Cloud account 
authentication data from a secure storage (4) and starts the 
Cloud instance (5) with the deployed web service. The 
assertion is now invalidated. The APURVA Cloud Task 
invokes the web service (6) that is running on the Cloud 
instance. The web service processes the data on the high 
performance Cloud hardware. After the web service returns 
its results, the Destroy Task shuts down the Cloud instance. 

A. Reuse of Web Services 

In scenarios like parameter studies, the same workflow 
task is executed frequently. Other examples of reusing the 
same task are loops, multiple workflow instances, and 
different workflows instances using the same Cloud Task. 
The simple approach introduced above starts a new Cloud 
instance for each Cloud Task instance and terminates the 
Cloud instance after the web service’s execution. The Cloud 
instance starting overhead slows down the workflow’s 
execution but can be reduced for future invocations by 
keeping alive the Cloud instance for reusability. A single 
Cloud web service is then used multiple times by different 
Cloud Task instances of the same abstract Cloud Task like 
APURVA in Figure 4. 

The implementation is described in the following: The 
Destroy Task only notifies the Factory that the web service is 
no longer needed by the Cloud Task. The integrated 
scheduler keeps alive the Cloud instance if it expects future 
web service invocations. Otherwise, the scheduler shuts 
down the Cloud instance as usual. The prediction is possible 
by evaluating the assertion requests at the Secure Token 
Service. 

 
 

Listing 1. Shell script to install the web service 
#/bin/bash 

scp -B ~/program.jar user@instance:~/program.jar 

ssh user@instance java -jar program.jar parameter 

B. Multiple Web Services on the same Cloud Instance 

To reduce Cloud instance staring overhead and to avoid 
costs, additional web services can be deployed on the same 
Cloud instance if they are suitable for the hardware. Figure 4 
depicts the IaaS Instance that hosts both: APURVA Service 
and Sort Service. This optimization is most suitable for 
workflows with different Cloud Tasks that can then be 
executed in a pipeline on the same Cloud instance. Using this 
optimization, static machine images cannot be instantiated 
because additional software must be installed during the 
uptime of the Cloud instance. The installation can be done 
using SSH in a shell script like in Listing 1. The first line 
copies the program via secure copy scp. The second line uses 
ssh to start the remote program that will publish its web 
service as an own endpoint on the Cloud instance by 
considering the parameter. The password prompt is 
suppressed using public/private key based authentication. 

C. Dynamic Assignment of Tasks to Cloud Resources 

The idea of outsourcing only single parts of an 
application to the Cloud can be extended with a dynamic 
assignment of the Cloud Task to the most suitable Cloud 
resource at runtime that is illustrated as an example in Figure 
5. The selection process is similar to the three-phase cross-
cloud federation model described in [15]. In the discovery 
phase, the Cloud Service Broker creates a table in a database 
which provides information about Assured Properties 
offered by the Cloud Service Providers like in the first three 
columns of TABLE I. Possible properties are special hardware 
like general purpose GPUs, best performance, lowest price, 
performance/price ratio, available volume resources of non-
pay-as-you-go contracts, and location of the Cloud for liable 
reasons or for data nearness as well as data sensitiveness. 
This table must always be kept up to date. In the workflow 
template each abstract Cloud Task specifies its Required 
Properties. In the example in Figure 5, APURVA has the 
properties a and b whereas Sort has the property c. These 
Required Properties are sent to the Cloud Service Broker 
before the assignment of the Cloud Task to its Cloud 

 
Figure 3. Relationship between workflow instance, Cloud instance, 

and authentification center. 

 
Figure 4. Reuse of Cloud web services and sharing of an IaaS 

instance. 
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resource. Now in the match-making phase, the Cloud Service 
Broker compares the Cloud Task’s Required Properties with 
the Cloud Service Providers’ Assured Properties. The Cloud 
Service Providers that assure all Required Properties of the 
requesting task are potential task owners. The last two 
columns of TABLE I indicate which resources are the potential 
owner of which Cloud Task. In Figure 5, these potential 
owners are encircled. In the authentication phase, the Cloud 
Service Broker selects the cheapest potential owner as the 
current owner for each Cloud Task: Resource 2 for APURVA 
and Resource 3 for Sort. 

D. Provenance 

The importance of validating and reproducing the 
outcome of computational processes is fundamental to many 
application domains. It is exposed that there is a need to 
capture extra information in a process documentation that 
describes what actually occurred. The automated tracking 
and storing of provenance information during workflow 
execution could satisfy this requirement [16]. The amount 
and the kind of data to be stored are always user and 
implementation dependent. Provenance traces enable the 
users to see what has happened during the execution of the 
workflow. This also enables failure analysis and future 
optimization. Provenance becomes even more important in 
distributed environments because workflow tasks are loosely 
bound to computational resources. Using provenance in the 
Cloud-workflow domain enables the identification of Task to 
Cloud assignments so that it is visible where the Cloud Task 
has been executed and where its data have been stored. 

 
TABLE I. ASSURED PROPERTIES OF CLOUD RESOURCE 

Cloud 
Resource 

Assured 
Properties 

Price Potential Owner of 

APURVA Sort 

Resource 1 a 3   

Resource 2 a, b 4   

Resource 3 a, b, c 6   

Resource 4     b, c 7   

 

 

Provenance also shows at which time the Cloud instance 
was running and therefore causing costs. Based on 
provenance traces, statistics can be created showing which 
workflows cause which costs, which users cause which 
costs, which Clouds cause which costs, which users 
instantiate which workflows, which Clouds execute which 
Cloud Task, etc.. Also the runtime of Cloud Tasks can be 
examined in the provenance trace to optimize future Cloud 
Task to Cloud resource assignments. 

A provenance model describes how the gathered 
provenance data are interpreted and stored in the provenance 
trace. Several provenance models exist and two of them are 
described briefly in the following. A detailed comparison is 
done in [17]. The Open Provenance Model (OPM) [18] is 
very prominent in the e-Science domain. It provides a 
comprehensive set of concepts to capture how things came 
out to be in a given state and is designed to achieve inter-
operability between various provenance systems. Another 
provenance model is the so-called History-tracing XML 
(HisT) [9]. It was developed within the HiX4AGWS project 
[19] and provides provenance following an approach that 
directly maps the workflow graph to a layered structure 
within an XML document. The Create and Destroy 
workflow tasks can be used to identify and transmit the 
provenance data according to the Cloud instances. HisT 
directly supports the integration of digital signatures and is 
therefore optimized for the e-Business and cross-
organizational domain where responsibility and liability play 
an important role. 

IV. RELATED WORK 

Cloud Computing is the greatest IT hype of the last ten 
years. Therefore, many publications deal with Cloud 
Computing. Surprisingly the combination of Cloud 
Computing with workflows is little addressed. The 
integration of single off-premise Cloud Tasks into on-
premise workflows is not supported yet. In comparison to the 
mobile smartphone domain, approaches like CloneCloud 
[20] already exists to dynamically partition applications 
between weak devices and Clouds. Some workflow 
management systems claim to be ready for the Cloud but 
they are mostly ported from the Grid domain and only 
support running in the Cloud as extension to running in the 
Grid. The flexible selection and interaction with Cloud 
resources is not implemented in the workflow management 
systems considering the requirements identified in section 
III. One approach is presented in the following and then 
delimited to the approach presented in this paper. 

The Generic Workflow Execution Service (GWES) [21] 
is an open source workflow management system and was 
developed by Frauenhofer-Gesellschaft for the management 
and the automation of complex workflows in heterogeneous 
environments. The service orchestration goes through five 
abstraction levels: User Request, Abstract Workflow, Service 
Candidates, Service Instances, and Resources. The formal 
described User Request represents an abstract operation and 
is automatically composed into an infrastructure independent 
non-executable Abstract Workflow. This Abstract Workflow 
is mapped at runtime down to available Resources. During 

 
Figure 5. Dynamic assignment of Cloud Tasks to Cloud resources. 
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this process Service Candidates web services are searched 
and optimally selected to become Service Instances. GWES 
was originally developed basing on Grid technologies like 
Globus Toolkit as Grid Workflow Execution Service (also 
GWES) and was then adjusted to the Cloud domain. 

The proposed approach of this paper differs from the 
basic GWES concept. GWES is a specific workflow 
management system with an own workflow description 
language. In contrast the interoperable approach of this paper 
bases on an extension for existing modeling languages of 
arbitrary workflow management systems by the integration 
of the Cloud administrative tasks Create and Destroy which 
connect the workflow instance with the Cloud Service 
Broker to select, start, and stop the Cloud instance. By 
choosing a workflow management system independent 
approach the usage of the already known system is given for 
the end-user. The approach is the migration of only 
individual workflow tasks to the Cloud whereas the 
remaining tasks stay in the local environment for execution. 

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

This paper presented a general concept for the hybrid 
execution of workflows by allowing the off-premise 
execution of specific tasks in the Cloud whereat the 
remaining tasks stay on-premise to avoid unnecessary costs. 
The proposed architecture has the advantage that it is neither 
depending to a particular workflow engine nor to a particular 
workflow description language. It follows the approach of 
automatically modifying workflow templates to incorporate 
the steps for assigning the appropriate off-premise resource 
in a flexible manner. This approach has been already 
validated in the domain of provenance [9]. The Cloud 
Service Broker automatically selects the most suitable Cloud 
resource to guaranty the fulfillment of all task requirements. 
The end users’ interfaces are not changed so that workflows 
can be used the same way as before. 

Next steps of work will be the implementation of the 
introduced Cloud Service Broker including an analysis of an 
according selection metric. The occurred costs of a partial 
off-premise execution will be compared with the costs of a 
full off-premise execution to calculate a costs reduction ratio. 
The time overhead for migrating tasks across Cloud and 
organizational boundaries has to be measured and set it into 
relation with the avoided costs to figure out if the costs 
reduction is worth the time overhead. Even data movement 
strategies have to be implemented. 

The security of the whole architecture plays an important 
role which is minor addressed in this paper. The Secure 
Token Service and the Factory are together the single point 
of access. Unauthorized Cloud resource instantiations and 
unauthorized Cloud web service invocations must be 
protected against requests without permission to avoid a 
misuse. 
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